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Abfind-
An~i~ and empirical ,tudie, hOve ,hOlm that ,elf-similar traf-

fic mn hOve detrimental impact on network perf0nn4n~ including
amplified queuing ddor and pocket~ ~tio..O~ th~ /Up sid~the
ubiquitr of ,coJe-invoNnt burstinu, observed acroll diverse net-
working amtestl con be ezploited to better design re,oun:e amtrol
algorithms. /n this paper, we ezpIOf'e the issue of ~Ioiting the ,elf-
similorcharacteristiCI of netwo;"k traffic in TCP congution control.
We Iho. that the co~tion structure pruent in long-range depen-
dent iraffic mn be detected oa-line and used to predict the fut;ure
iraffic. We then devi,e on novel ,cheme, ~led TCP with traffic
~iction (TCP-TP), that ezploits the pr:etiiction ruult to infer, in. . .the cOnted of A/AID 'ieadr-stote4'/RamlCl, the optimal opemtlOnoi
point at which a TCP am~ ,hould~te. Th!VUIh anol1ftiCGl
reasoning, .e ,hOW thoi the impact of ~iction mOri on faimes,
is minimal. We 01'0 conduct RI-J simulation and PruBSD ~.l-boIed
implementoiion,tudies to validate the design and to demonstnaie the
perfo~nce im~ement in terms of pocket 10" ratio and through-
put att~ined br connections.

K epo~: - Long ranp dependence, trafBc prediction, con-
gestion control, TOP

I. WTRODUCTION

AnUDlber of recent empirical studies or traffic measure-
,

menta from a vmetyof working p~ networks have con-
vin~y demo~trated that networ.k traffic is self-similar
or lo~range dependent (LRD) in nature [11],. [5], [20].
This implies the existence of concentrated periods of high
activity and lowaclivity (i.e., bUrstin58) at a wide range
of ti:me scales. Scale-inVariant bUrstiiless introduces new
complmties into resource control and QOS provisioning.
On' the i>ne band, burstiD~ at coarser time scales in-
duces ~ded ~ods of~ther over-utilization or under-
u~.t,ion. p~ that arrive in the periods of over-
uti1iZ&tion exp~en'ce long delays and are even dropped
due to buff.eroverflow, while packets that arrive in the peri-
ods of under-utilization experience the opposite. The large
variation in the end-to-end delay packets experience has an
adVel-se impact. on'transport. of QoS-seIisi.tive traffic such as
multimedia traffic. On the other hand, if resource reserva-
tion is deployed for QOS provisioliing, resources have to be
reserved with respect to the peak rates over a 1Dide range
of time scales. This adversely affects resource control and

degrade the ~~ performance.
While the LRD characteristic of network traffic intrG-

duces difficulty and complmty into traffic and resource
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management, it also opens up a new direction for J'e8eardl
- the existence of nontrivial correlation strticture at larger
ticme scales can be judiciously exploited for better COnge&-

, '

ti'OJi and resource control. How to exploit the abundant
correlation structure to improve the TCP perfonnance is
the subject matter of this paper. .::, ..

hi this paper, we propose a novel scheme, TCP with traf-
fic ~iction (or TOP-Tp). We'Sti{j,i'tbat the correlation
structure present in LRD traffic can'~'deteCted on'-line
and used'to 'predict the future traffic at 'least one round-
mp'time (RTT) ahead. This is realiZed;~th the:-uae of
a ,traffic predictor that miIlimizestbe linear mean square
errors (:LMMSE). Through ns-1. Simulation, we show that
the predicted traffic agrees extremely ~ 'with the actual
traffic.. The prediction results are then used to infer the op-
timaloperationalpoint at which a TOP connectiOn should
opera~ By optimal operational point, we mean the point
that achieves fairn~ among the connections that traverse
the same bottleIletk link. SpecifiCally, OODsider Fig; 1; The
vertical and horizontal axes rep~t the throughput, f,
attained by the TCP connection :ofinterest ana that, B,
by the background traffic; respectively. Let the number
of connections that traverse the botfJenedc link be de-
noted as N and the bandwidth of the..bottlenetklmk as
C. Then the optimal operational point' is the jOint point
of line f + B = C (which we can: the Capaclty1ine) and
line i = ~ (whidl we call the faitn~, line). Without
traffic prediction, a TOP connection usually reaches the
optimal point through several additive increase (AI) and
multiplicative decrease (MD) p~ {Fig. 1). With~-
rate traffic prediction; we show that if all TOP connections
are synchronized in making their congestion control deci-
sions and prediction results are accurate, a TOP connec-
tion can reach the optimal point in One RrT without rom-
mencing MD phases (and hence without incurring packet
losses), if all TCP connections are synchronized in mAkcing
their congestion control decisions. This leads tosignifi~.mt
performance improvement in terms of fast convergence to
the optimal operational point, packet loss ratio, and at-
tainable throughput. The above results are corroborated
by ns-1. Simulation and empirical experimentation over the
hiternet.

hi the case of existence of prediction errors, we show via
phase plots that with the use of theMD phase, TCP-TP
can still retain the stability established in the AIMD al-
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gorithm. Moreover, we analyze rigorously the impact of
prediction ~ on fairnMS, and show when the pledic-
tion error is 100% (i.e., the predicted value is twice as
large as the original value), the index of fairn~ only de-
grades 2.5%. Finally we deuonstrate the cl1ange needed
to incorporate the traffic prediction extension into TCP is
minimal (tens of lin5 of code changes) by implementing
TCP-TP both in M-P. and in ~D 4.1 and conduct-
ing experiments. In the case that TOP connections do not
synchronize in window adjustment and are suhject to djf..
£erent RI'Ta, we show via u-! aimulatioo and ~SD
implementation and experimentation that both TOP and
TCP-TP cannot achi~ fairn~, but a TCP-TP ~-
tion atill perfOlm8 better than TOP (67% improvement in
terms or'packet loss ratio).

TCP- TP is especially weD-'suited for improving the per-
forman~ of long-'lived TOP connections, as short-lived
TCP connections may not reach the optimal operational
points bef~ they terminate. AJthough the number of
short-lived TCP connections an! mucli lar~ than that of
long-lived TCPconnections, as reported in ~], the majority
of~traffic iSatilldOlDin-.ted by 100000lived TCP c0n-
nections and long-lived TOP connections play much more
important roles in network utilization. As TCP- TP im-
proves the attainahle throughput of long-lived TCP c0n-
nections, it helps to increase the overall lletwork uti1ii.a-
tion. On the other hand, it has been ~ in the WOrk
of Conge6tion Manager (OM) [7] that (short-lived) TOP
connections d5tined for the same destination (e.g., web
downloads from a weh server) should be hundled together
and subject to the same congestion control (eo 88 to avoid
blind i:ompetition among concurrent connections). TCP-
TP can be U8ed in OBljunction with OM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In ~-
tion il, we give the definition of long range dependency
and an overview ofTCP-TP. Then, we delve into the tech-
nical detaila or TCP - TP in Section ill. In particular, we
elaborate on how a TCP-TP sender predicts its future at-
tainable throughput and adjusts its co~ window. In
~ IV, we analyze how prediction eITor8 impact the
performance in terms of fairn~. In Section V, we preeent
results £rom nI-! simulation and FreeBSD 4.1 implemen-
tation based experiments. The paper concludes with Sec-
tion VI.

II. EXPLOITATION OF LRD CHARACTERISTICS It." TCP
CONGESTION CONTROL

A. Definition of Self-Similar 7hJffic

Let {/(t), t e z+} ~ a iime seri~ which rep~ the
traffic tr8A:s measured at ~e fixed time granularity. We
define the agregated series j! m) (k) as

X .f 8oK ~I
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B. An 0IIenIIew o[ TCP-TP

The rationale behind exploitation of traffic prediction
in TCP ~on cxmtrol is to enable TCP to predict,
with exploitation of the correlation structure &a'(8 mul-
tiple time 8caIEm, its au.amable throughput at least ODe

J(rR}(i) = .!.
m !..{,1, (1)

-
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Fig. 1. Tbe PI- pIcK \hat ill18trat8 how fair.- . Idaie¥.ct in
\he c.- that N ~edlm18 wa-. a ~aeck link. A TCP
COIID8C&iOD usually so- thnIUIh 8veraI ~,aDd ND ~ aDd
follOWl the dashed Un. to reach tbe opU1i1ia} opera&Jonal point.

whe'e m is the numbS' of time eerie8 isaJDpleB in a mea-
surement int.erva1 and k is u8ed to index the measurement
int.erva1l.

Let. R(k} and R<m>(k) denote the aut.ooorreJatioo func-
t.ioos c4 J(t} and J,m>(i}, ~'\Iely. J(t} is (asymptoti-
cally ~d-ordS') self-similar, if the following conditions
hold:

R(k} ~ coust.k-.l, (2)
R<->(k} ~ R(k), (3)

for large valu. of kand m wh8'80 < .8 < 1. That la, J(t} is
aeIf-Bimllar in the~ that the cx.-IeIat.ion structure is pre-
~ 1rithr.-pect to time 8ggr9iioo (Eq. (S}) and R(k)
behaves hyperbolicaJly with I::o.o R(k} = 00 (Eq. (2)).
The Jailer property is aJeo refelTed to 88 long range depen-
dency (LRD).

An important parameter that d1ara~ the LRD is
the Hunt parameter, H = 1- .8/2. By the range of.8,
1/2 < B < 1. It can be ~ from Eq. (2) that the larger
B is, the more long-range dependent. J(t) is. A teet f«
LRD can be obtained by dIec:kiDg if B ~~~nt.Jy deviate
from 1/2 or not. A comprehensive di8Cu88ic:.1: of LRD can
be found in [2}.

Several frad.iooal mod- and their corresponding pre-
dictors haw been pro~ for time aeries with the LRD
characteri8~ among whidt the ItuctiOftGl Brownian M 0-
tion (FBM) [12} model andtbe fractal ARIMA model [8]
haw perhaps receved the most attention. The ~
reader is i:~&ed to the extended \Ienion «. this paper [6]
for a brief .umm~r-y of the two fractional model-based pre-
dictors.

,. ,
I
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round trip time (RTf) ahead: With the predicted infor-
mation, the TCP connection then infers the optimal oper-
ational.point, and adjusts the window in~/decreaae in
its congestion control (in particular, the AI phue of the
AIMD algorithni). The window adjustment scheme is de-
viaed with the following objectives:
(1) Packet Iou: With consideration of future available
bandwidth, a TCP oonnection n~ not explore the avail-
able bandwidth blindly and rely on packet 1<8 as an indi-
cation of oongestion. The packet 1088 incurred should be
reduced.
(!) Fairness: The bandwidth of the bottleneck link should
be as fairly shared as p(8ible by aD the connections that
traverse the link. Note that as indicated in [3] the faim~
aiterioo is 100% met only when all TCP ooDDecti0D8 are
subj~ to the same RI'T.
(9) Stabilit)/: The stability of the AIMD algorithm (which
has been established in [3] under the assumption of equal
Rrrs) ahould not be oomproDli8ed.

Consider: a TCP connection that tra~ a path, P,
from the ~urre to the destination. We dlaracterize the
background traffic on the: bottleneck link of P as a time
series, {r(t),t E Z+}, that exhibits LRD with the Hurst
~H ..WeaJso aaume that
(AI) r(t), as a superposition of numerous oomponent con-
n«:ti008, d~ not adapt to the TCP connection of interest.
(A2) The capacity (bandwidth), C.of the bottleneck link
is known. This is not ~ unreasonable assumption, as ~-
era! strategis, e.g., the one-packet teclmiques [9], [16], the
~~ techniques [13}, a oomb~ thel:d~O], and
tb~,packetchirppro~e train technique (1-4], havebeeu pro- I
~ to ~, witbo$~router supput, the bandwidth
(or ~ traffic) of a bottl~eckIink..

With the a~ 8ettiDg,it is clear that the bandwidth
available to the TCP oonnect.ion of interest. is a time series,
{!(t) = C - r(t), t E Z+}. It can be analytically shown
(~",,~ple deri~ti9D) that if r(t) exhibitLRD, 80 does

. /.{~) wjtb the same B~parameter.:The fact tHat. !(t) is
- -~~ ~ the t.heoretieal baBe. of TCP - TP .

TCP- TP foIIowaTGP, Q4~ ~-duplicate ACKa, ~u-
p1i~ ~ (whim ~ as J'jA~), and tim«»uU as
means of inferring whether or not oongestion oa:un and
the ~ of oo~ In~di:p, tbe"..o.er of a TCP-
TPconnectiQn ~s track ol tJ1e amoQJJt ,of: dataacknowl-
~ ~ .&amp- the a~--.i!!ab1e t.hro~ut periodically
or aperiodically (e.g.]c~~evera fixed aIIlouM -mdata is
arboJfleciged 8iJ1ce t.helast measuremmlt) using a low-pa88
filter with. ~entiany~mo..;ng;average. That
is, if to and t d~Qte the previous and CUrI8lt sampling in-
stants, tb~

,(4)02 0,.][ 01

r-)(l)
j(") (2)

...
j(IR)(n)

Al A2 ... ~ I = "R(n) R(. -1)
- R(O) R(1) _.;R(a - 1)

R(1) R(O) ..~ R(II - 2)
... ... ... ...

. R(a - 1) R(. - 2) ... R(O)

... .R(l)
.. -1

(5))(

where R(n) is the covarian~ function of the time seri~1
and can be esti~~ in practi~ as

R(i) ~ R<-)(i)
it= .! L j<-)(,)/(III)(, -i),

n a-i+l (6)

for 0 :S: i :S: n -1, w hm-e n is the numbs' ofaggr egaied 8eri~
. I sampl~ kept and is a tunable parameter. (In both the

[(t) = (1 - a) .[(to) + a . - t - ". simulation and mn p irical studi~ we ~ n = 20 as in all

-to "

the experiments conducted, the performance ~ent
The ~der then keeps track of the time 8erles, predicts in prediction accuracy ~d n = 20 is marginal.) Note

the attainable throughput at least o1Ie RTT ahead using a that the parameter B that characterizes LRD has been
linmr minimum mmn'~ efTor(LMMS.E) predictor (to implicitly calculated in the oovariance functioo R(i).

:# ~~ ~ta
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be discussed in Section ill-A), and adjust.s its CODge8t.ion
window, with the objective of reacbiDg the optimal oper-a-
tional point without incurring MD ph~ (to be discu88ed
in Sectionm'-B).

III. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TCP-TP

A. Prtiliction of A~ Throu~

Given the time series of the attainable throughput,
{/(t),t e Z+},aTCP-TPsender keeps truoftheaggre-
gated ~ I(")(k - n + 1), I(na)(}..,.. n + 2),...,/(")(1),
measured in the pastn measurement intervals (Eq. (I}).
Basced on th~ aggregated ,series sampls, the sender pre-
dicts the attainable throughput, 1(-) (k + .1), in tbe next
mwurement interval. The reasons lor using,aggregated
time aeris in the prediction are ~ fold: first, L,RD im-
plies that the autocorrelation ~~~ of the ~ted
~ q~ the same law as ~to9! ~~ 00ginal time &e-
Tis (F.,q. (3)). Hence the aw~ fe1"isis still a, good
~~tative C#the(;)iigina1 aeries. ~4.the averaging
operati~ in Eq.(I) can be viewed 88 8~pling:and~ooth-
ing operatiooa. As ~ in US]. smoothed and sampled
traffic exhibits more predictable behavior t ~d h~~ pre-
diction based on the aggr~ aeris is more aa:urate.

We propoee to use a LMMSE predict« to predict the
attainable throughput in the next measurement inter-

.. val... S~~y, I given the aeries" .I(~) (k), k = 1, ..., n,
f(")(n+l) can be expnllaed.. a weighted sum of the past
nsamples.. That is, the estimate (written as j(m)(n + 1))
m j(m)(n + I} is ~ 88

r ~

j(ta)(n + 1) =

I. ~

!~~_lJ02'...'4,. are the LMMSEcoefficients and can be
~88
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-
(a) p~ctioD iDduc.t error

: ' :.- Why we use a LMMSE predictor:. As mentioned
':-:"J-""'t..:,:,~' --, in Section ll-A, several fractional models and their cor-
~--' :;::.~.'-. -' responding predictors have been proposed for time seri~

I ,. -, ."::.i.-' --' -1 withLRD.Thereasonsford . . aLMMSE redictor
I :. :.. ~ '.:5~ --- .~

1 rather than using FBM and =:~RIMA are~o fold:'
"- -';" ~.. - 4,,:..-,", Accuracy: The most important criterion 'in choosing a

-. ::::~;::..~ predictor is the accuracy. Specifically, let f(t), 'Rt), and
. . , A

- - u ... - - .. - ':. J(t) represent, respectively, the real traffic, the result of

--:- fitting J(t) into a model (FARlMA or FBM), and the esti-

(b) ~otaJ prediction error mated traffic. Then the total predictor error is

Fig. 2. Comparison of estimation errors among ~he PBN, FARINA, li(* + 1') -/(t + 1')1 = I/(t + 1') -](* + 1') + I(t + 1') -/(t + 1')1
and LNNSB predictors. ~ li(t + 1') - I(t + 1')1 + I/(t + 1') -/(t + 1')1

= errmo4cl + errpr.4.-' (9)

That is, the total prediction error consj8t.8 of the model fit-
ting error, err model, introduced by fitting real traffic into
a model and the prediction error, erlJiredidO1"' introduced

i )( by the predictor itself. The second ~ can usually be
analytically derived, while the firSt tenD bas to be em-

1 pirically measured. We depict the' ~nd term versus H

. under the LMMSE predictor (Eq. (7)/D'~), the FBM pre-

dictor (Eq.{34) in [6]), and the fractal ARIMA predictor
(7) (Eq. (39) in [6]) in Fig. 2 (0). When H'-+ 1 the relative

error conv~ to 0 under all three models. MQr~,the
three curves are cl~ to one another when H $ 0.85 (be-
yond which the curve corresponding to the fractal ARJMA
model diff~notably from the other curves). Since analysis
of real traffic traces indicates that the H parameter of the
Internet trafficrarcly exceeds 0.85 [20], from the theoretic
~ive, all three predictors are equally well-suited for

Int&net traftic prediction.
We have alSo conducted simulation to evaluate these three
predictors in tenns of the total prediction errors. The three
predictors are used to predict the compOOte traffic that
traverse a bottleneck link of capacity 20 Mbps an4 buffer
size 100 ~Ckets. Totally 60 connections are established,
with eachg~eratingpackets (of si?e 1(XX) bytes) using the
on-oft' traffic model in ns-!. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the
LMMSE makes better prediction than the other two pre-
dictors. This is perhaps because LMMSE is non-model

based and hence d~ not introduce ~_del.
Impleinentability: To impl~ent the two fractional
model based predictors, one bas to on-line estimate the H
parameter and engage in complicated calculation of weight
Coefficients. Specifically, one bas to estimate the value of
H in the FBM model and calculate the weight coefficient

in the form of
~n{...(H -i)) (-t(T + t))-B+l 14 !!!!+ T))B-!dT.

1\" 0 T-t

where T is the interval during which the history informa-
tion is gathered to predict the value at time T+t. Similarly,

(8) one has to estimate the value of d = H -1/2 in the fractal
ARIMA model and calculate the weight coefficient in the

form of

The mean square error of the LMMSE predictor can be
calculated (after a few algebraic operations) as

~ -:-[ R(n) R(n -1) ...
R(O) ... R(n - 1)
R(l) ... R(n - 2)

R(l) ]

-1 r
,,2

R(ft)R(n - 1)

R(O)R(O)R(n -1)

Implementation issues:. To practically implement the
LMMSE predictor, we consider the following three issues:
1. The LMMSE predictor is derived under the assumption
of zero mean stationary stochastic process. .~ the time
series on-line measured is not of zero mean, we subtract
the mean value from the original time series, apply the
LMMSE predictor to estimate the aggregated series in the
next interval, and then add back the mean value.
2. We have to detennine how far ahead traffic prediction
is made. This translates into the problem of determin-
ing an appropriate value, T, for the measurement interval.
Fortunately, the LRD characteristic of the network traf-
fic implies the relatively low decay of the autocOrrelation
function, and hence the value of T is not very critical to
the performance. In the simulation study, we set T to be
in the order of one to several RTrs.
3. The operations involved in the calculation of LMMSE
coefficients (Eqs. (5) and (6)) are mwtiplication of time
series samples and matrix manipulation, for which fast al-
gorithms exist (1] and can be readlly implemen~ed. In par-
ticular, the author of (1] gave an adaptive ~ritbm in
linear prediction in which matrix inverse in Eq. (6) can be
avoided. Specifically, the al~ritbm starts with an initial
estimate of the coefficient 00. Each time a new data point,
fm(n), is obtained, the algorithm updates Bn+l using the

recursive equation:

an+l = an + JJ . e(n). !""(f&),

where e(n) is the prediction error and p is a constant. If
f"'(f&) is stationary, at is shown to converge in the meanto the optimal solution [1]. - ( k ) f(j-d}f(k-d-;+l)

.8.j=- i --r(-djr(k.;..d+l)-'
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FiC. 4. The ~ ploY \ha& illustrate why the operatk-.a1 pc8Dt
oa:uIoDaUylO8 beyond the capacity UM.FiC. 3. Actual aDd _imated thJOU&hput attained by a TCP ~-

Dection.

where ro is the gamma function. (The interested reader is
refened to [6] for a detailed account.) The LMMSEpredic-
tor I on the other hand, dOM not ~uire estimation of such
~eters, but instead calculates the parameter needed
(i.e., R(i)'s in Eq. (6)) directly from the collected series
samples. M~, as mentioned above, there exist faSt
algQrithms that can be readily implemented to perform op-
erations in~- in the calculation of LMMSE coefficients
(Eqs, (5).. (6), and (8» (1].

Validation of the LMMSE predictor:. To validate the
design of ilie LMMSE predictor, we have implenlented it
at the TCP sender in m-f and ~ its prediction capa-
bility~ both thesirigle-bottlend and mUltlp.e-bottlend
networks. We found that the throUghput act1i8l1y attained
and the correspOnding estimate agree very' ~. To illus-
trate thiS,we depict in Fig. 3 (a) the simulation results
of the actual/estimated throughput of a TCP connection
in the single bOttleneck network. Totally 00 TOP Connec-
tioDS~ eStab1Jsbed over the bottleneck link, and generate
packets USing the on-oft' model. The H parameter of the
attainable throughput series is O. 75, co~ the LRD
characteristic. The estimated attainable throughput agI'ees
veryftll with the actual values, and the ratio of the mean
estimation eiToi' to the actual value isO.OS.

B. Congestion Control1Dith the V,e 01 PredictIon RuultI

To study the eft'ei:t c:L' the' nUmber ()f ~und ~
nections on the prediCtion accuraCy, we ~t the abOve
expenmelit, but vary N aDd ~ct the I8ult ~ Fig. 3 (b).
Tbeestimationerror(IY I> ()f the LMMSE ~ctor
d~ asN in~ and is _thanO.IS when N ~ 10.

We use the phaae plot in Fig. 1 to desaibe how the
pnKllctioo result, jC-)(n+ 1), can be utilized to adjust the
window increale/d~ in TCP con~ion control. AS
diacu88ed in Sectioo I, the optimal oPel'&tional point ()f N
TCP connections sharing the capacity, C, of a bottleneck
link is the interaction of line 1 + B = C (the capacity line)
and linel/B =-I/(N -1) (the faim~ line).

Suppoee the initial operational point is the C1'O5S point.
Without the knowledge ()f N, a TCP connection employs
the AIMD algorithm, and ~ the.dashed line to reach
the optinlal operational point in 8everal round trip Um5

38

[3]. Moreover, in the course of ~-hing the opt.ima] point,
the dashed line CJ'O88e8 the capacity line mUltiple tim~,
implying that mUltiple packet l~ occur (and the MD
phase takes effect mUltiple times). If the TCP connectiOD
caD infer the value of N (and hence the'optimal ~tiooa1
point),ltcan adjust its congestion windOw to directly move
to the optima] operational point (as shown by the solid line
in Fig. 1). M~ver, this can be acllieved, in the best case,
in ODe RTT without CJ"O88ing the capacity line (and hence
incurring packet l~).

The key issue now is how to infer the number of connec-
tions, N. Let Wi(n) and Wi(n+ 1) denote, r5pectively, the
current congestioo window size aDd the congestion window
size in the next RTT for connection i, aDd fk(n) denote
the ratio of Wi(n + 1)/Wi(n). With the estimate of the
attainable throughput, j(m)(n + I), in the next RTf, and
under the faim~ criteriOD, the TCP-TP sender sets

N = r A
( ) C 1 . (10)

/ 1ft (n + 1)

TCP-TP then operates as follows. TCP-TP does not
change the operations in the slow start phase or the MD
porti~ in the CO~OD avoidance phaae. It only chaos-
the .~ portion in the congestion' avoidance phase. That
is, when IJ(8itive acknowledgment is received, a TCP-TP
sender sets the congestion windf)W, Wi(n + 1), in the next
RI'Taa

C.RTT
W,(n + I} +- .:_~. (II)

Note that the new adjustment in the AI pha8e may be
(multiplicative) window increase or d~, depending on
the ratio fJi(n) is greater than or - than 1. In what
follows, we give the correctDMS claim of TCP- TP under
the "ideaJ8 C&8e in Th~ 1.

Th~ 1: H (i) aIlTCP connections are subject to the
same RTTs, (ii) the initial operatoional point is below the
capacity line, and (iii) the throughput predictioo can be
accurately made, then the operational point of a TCP-
TP connection will not go beyond the capacity line and
the TCP- TP connection will reach the optimal operational
point in one RTT. Proof: Mer to [6]. 0

Now we discuss how TCP-TP operates if one or more
of the conditions in Th«>rem 1 do not hold. H the initial
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operational point is above the ca~acity line, the MD phase
eventually tabs dect and drags the operational pOnt be-
low the capacity line. In the case that prediction errors
occur and/m- Rl'Ts differ among connectl0D8, the 0pera-
tional point may occasionally go beyond the capacity tine
and packet 1088 may occur (Fig. 4). For example, as shown
in Fig. 4 (b), iftheTCP-TP connection of interest responds
to the system significantly faster (i.e., with a smaller Rl'T),
then the system follows the thin dotted line to read1 the
optimal operatiooal point. On the other band, if the "com-
posite" background traffic responds faster, then the system
folloW8 the boldfaced line, and may go beyond the capacity
line and incur packet - (at wbicll point the MD phase
takes effect). Sin~ we do not modify the MD pbue, on~
packet 1<.8 occurs, the congestion window is halved and
the operational point is dragged back to below the capac-
ity line (along the dashed line from the filled circle point
to the ~ point in Fig. 4). After that, the revised AI
phase takes effect and attempts to drag the operational
point toward the optimal point in the next RTT (along the
solid line from the cross point to the hollow circle point
in Fig. 4). As indicated in (3), the MD phase is necessary
for TCP to reach ~brium. By leaving the MD phase
unchanged, we ensure that the stability is not impaired by
the modification made in the AI phase.

In the case that prediction errors persist, the opera-
tional point may never reach the optimal operational point,
but instead stagger in the neighboring area of the optimal
point. Although the stability is ensured with the uae of the
MD phase, the long-tenD faim~ may be im~. We
will analytically study the impact of inaccurate prediction
on the fairne88 in Section IV.

IV. IMPACT OF PREDICTION ERRORS ON FAIRNDS

In this -=tion, we analyze how predictioo errors aft'ect
the performance of TCP- TP in terms of faim~. Specifi-
caDy, let /1-)(n + 1) aDd 1.(18)(n + 1) denote, r.-pe(:tively,
the estimate and actual valU5 d. the throughput attained
by connection i. Then the prediction eITmis written as T = Um ~:-1 W.(n)

AI-+~ AI)( Rrr

Um McoB(W.)+Al4oB(W4)+M..B(W.). (15)
AI-+~ AI )( RlT

=T,(n) = 11->(n +/~~ - 11->(,. + 1), (12)
. n->(n + 1)

and the faim- index among N cc.mectiona (defined in
(3]) 88

o:N t(m>(n»2F(r) = \L._l'" ".JJ( > . (13)
NO:~lU,- (n»2)

Note that F(r) = 1 if the bandwidth of the bottleneck
link i8 fairly shared among the N ~«:ti0D8 U1->(n) =
CIN, Vi). We will analyze the impact of Ti(n) on F(r)

. under the ~ of N = 2 and N > 2. We will only focus
00 the C8M cL N > 2, iDter'e8ted readers pJease r8er to (6]
for detailed derivation m case N = 2.

Let '7 ~ max(IT"1(n)I,...,ITN(n)l). ':[beD, as shown in
Fig. 5 (a) , the pledicted ~ operational point falls

39

. ..n -'

(b) ~on window

Fic. 6. The ~ ~ and tile Ume dI8Ir8ID .. ~
window in the caa that the prediction error i8 bounded by ..,.
Wi is the initial window aiM.

in a rectangle with edges ~tO ~ and !(!!:,P£:L. H
the bufi'm- size at the bottleneck. 1bJk is :l.., then under the
assumption that all connections are synchronous, packet
JOBS 0CCUrB when the operational point goes beyood line
1+ B = 0 + Jft.r (which we call the augmented capacity

Jine, Fig. 5 (0». For clarity of notation, let l ~ L/ Rl'T.
For eue of analysis, we assume that the prediction is in-

depeodently made by each individual oonnection and that
the prediction made in disjoint time intervals is indepen-
dent of one another. Th~ the probability that the pre-
dicted optimal point falls in any ~t in the square is uni-
fonn OYW the square. The probability that the predicted
optimal point goes beyond the capacity line is then

, c Ih8ded 8Z'e& in Fic. 5 (a) (14)

rectanpiar-

AI shown in Fig. 5 (b), all the ~~ windows UD-
der TCP - TP are OODBtraiDed bet~ the two dashed lines
KIT. 0(1 + 7)/2 and R1T. 0(1 - 7)/2. F\Jrthermore, in
the tin1e intervals labeled as Rl, R3, R8, oougestion oc-
cuR, and the con~ion window is reduced in naif in the
fcHlo.wins interval. The long-telm attainable throughput T
cao be calculated as

where Me, Md, and Mil are, lSpectively, the number of
intervaJa in which congestion occurs, the number d. inter-
vals immediately following an interval in which oongestion
OCCUR, and the number of the other int.«vaIs, and E(We),
E(W 4), and E(W.) are, n5pectively, the ave-age window
sizes in the Me, Md, and Mil intervals.
Derivation or Met Mdt and M.:. Ba8ed on the uniform
djstribution 88SUlDption, with probability p (Eq. (14» the
predicted optimal point goes beyond the augmented ca-
pacity line and ooDge8tion occurs. Following the interval
in which oongestion occurs, the MD phase takes effect,
the congestion window is halved, and the operational point
fa1la below the augmented capacity line. Then, in the next
interval a new prediction is made and the cycle repeats.
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the operational point falls in area C, and the average 1riD-

dow size is RTT. 2(i+~):(i-~) = RTT. (fr + ¥R)

(L~ 1); and (0) with probabnity 1 - Pc, the Op«'a-

tional point falls in area D, and the average window size is

RTT.!ft. Thus, E(Wc) can be written u11
I_;,.. c"

8M

, .. . .
(b) p.dl. £or L~~ 2

. . ,
(a) p.dJ. for Lemma 1

E(W4)S~ =Rrr.~.(1+i(N-1~-2NI.). (18)FiI. 6. Probability deDSity fuDCtioll8 d two random YUi~ X aDd
. Y.

To deriveE(W.), note that when packet - d08 not
occur, (i) with probability PA = fN_lf;!;-y+NL' the opera-tional point. faDs in area A, and tb"e ~~ - window size

" is KIT. !j,i and (ii) with probability 1 - PA, the average

window size is K1'T. i+9r+~(i:::~1;,= RTT. (i - fi)
(Lemma 2). Thus E(W.) can be ~ as

~".~1

(b) Sab-caa 2
C C C,.,

E(W.) = PA .Rl'T. - +(1- PA) .Rl'T. (- - -)(It)
N N IN

Finally; the long-term attainable throughput T caD be ex-
p~88:

Fic. 7. The ~ plot In the CIa that the predictkMa 8TW . bCMmd.t
by 7 and N > 2.

Consequently, T -

(~)

1 C c.,a~
2("i+'P)' N .(2+P+T«N-1~-l!1.

2(1- p)- (N -1)C., + NI.»'

i¥)-l
If (StY) e ahaded triaIIgle in Fig. 6(a),

otherwile.
/(..,) -

Sub-C88e 2:. In this case, ~~ ~ l < C'Y, and the
rectangle area can also be divided into four areas (Fig. 7
(b) ). When the operational p(jDt faDs in ara D, paaet
l~ occurs, the probability of whim can be dmi'Yed, f0l-
lowing the same line of reasoning in 8Ub-case 1 to be~~~c t . .zy- - . . .
p = 8 - .,' FoIlowmg the same line <B rea8OD'Dg
in sub-case 11 we also have Me = M4 = ~ . M, and
81 1:1. Msu. = 1+. . .

Using L~a I, E(We) can be writta..:Then E(X) = E(Y) = ~.
LemflaCl I.: Given two random variab15, X and Y, with

the joint probability density function
= 1QT.2(i+~)+(i+l-1!~)

I
= Rrr. 3C+Nl+(I-N)CorIN .

B(Wc)(¥ ) -1

0.

, If (s,r) E Ibaded trlaDlJe iD FIg. 6(b),

o&herwi88:
/(zo,,) = (21)

and hen~ E(W 4) = ~ can heexp re88ed 88

E(W4). - R1T.~+Nl~~a-N>C'J. (22)

To deriw E(W.), note that (i) with probability Pc =

8C8~(Z'-(~~~~C":-l)a the operational point falJa into
area C, and the average window size is RTT .
,d. ~"\i-,a-,-,~IN-l)C"\+l N-l\..+ rr.\..,~-=:X:=1 (t~a 2); (ii) with probability

P = 2N2(l- IN-,:IC.. )(c.,-t) the t.ioual "",int faUs in
B ~(N-1J=Nf(c.,-lJa' opera ., area B, aDd the avenge window size is RTT (!j, + i - ~);

and (ill) with probability 1- Pc - PB, the operational point

Thm E(X) = E(Y) = ¥.
As shown in the enlarged version of the rectangle that

dIaI'acteriZe8 the prediction emX' in Fig. 7 (a Hb ), we have
to cxmsider the following three sub-caaee.
Sub-Ca8e 1:. In this case, 0 ~ l ~ ~ . C . '1, and the
~--!JI!J area can be divided into four areas, labeled as A,
B, C, and D in Fig. 7 (a). When the operational point falls
in area CorD, packet l~ octura, the probability of which
can be derived, with a little bit geometrical ~~, as

(N-l)C'Y-Nlp = 2(N-l)C'Y .
To derive E(Wc) (and hence E(Wl», note that when

packet; - oo:ura, (i) with probability Pc = (N-lfJ.,-Nl'

40
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Pis. 8. "!be ~ of the iong-tenn a&taiDable \hroucbpat. T. ~
the maximum percentage of prediction emJrI. 'Y. FIc.9. Perfonn&DC8 ofTCP-- ReDO.. TCP-TP wor". JI8Ci8&

)<8 me and attained throughput In the C&8 of equal KrI'8.

faDs in area A, and the average window size is RI'T. fr
Thus E(W,,) can be written as:

c C t C.,
B(W.) = (l-PB -Pc)'ICrr. - +PB .1Crr.(-+- --)

N N 2 2

.c..+~+2(.c..+t-~)+Pc .Rrr. 11 T T T8\N T.- ~ I (2S)

3

Finally the long-term attainable throughput T can be ex-
pres8ed as

c ~+(3-N)n+ (l-p)lN
JC

Fis. 10. The ID8&ant- window Ii- of a CODnectJon iD Experi-
ment 1.

T =
(1+p)2N.(2+p+C

(aPB + 4PC) + !!=f!!«4 - 2N)Pc - IN Pa ».

'I

I
I

I

j

V. PERFORMANCE EVALt:ATlON

We have implemSlted TCP-TP both inns-2 and in the
FreeBSD 4.1. kernel, and conducted simulation and empir-
ical studi~ to validate the propoeed design and compared
the performance of' TCP- TP against TCP-oew Reno.

A. Simulation &.vlt6

In the simulation study, we examine the behavior of
TCP-Reno and TCP- TP under a variety of network topoioo
gi~, e.g., the ~ bottISleck topology, the multiple bot-
tlSla link topology (e.g., Fig. 13), and arbitrary network
topology, and under dift'er81t 8ceD8riO8. Each data point
is the result averaged over 10 simulation runs. Due to the
space limitation, in what follows we oqJy report on a amaII
set of simulations wbidl we believe is most rep~tive.

(2C)

Sub-Case a:. In this C88e, t $ C7, the op,erational point
always falls within the a~ented capacity line, no packet
l~ occurs (p = 0), and hen~ T = !j, and F = I.

Fig. 8 give an example plot of T versus 7, with C = 10
Mbps, N = 20, L = 40 packets with the average packet
size cI. I(xx) b~, and In'T = 20 IDS. Aa 7 mcrea.- from
0 to I, T dea'eases from C/ N = 0.5 Mbps to 0.42 Mbpe
and F decreases from 1.0 to 0.975 (approximately Z.5~
degradation). This conclusion also bolds true for other
oombinatioos of C, N and L. This demODStrates that the
impact of prediction errors on fairrie88 is minimAl.

41

A.I Results in the SinPe--Bottleneck Topology

We estabUah N TCP connectioos that generate packets
(of size I~ ~) according to the oo-ofI'traffic model,
where N vari~ from 10 to 100. We then measure the
packet 1<8 ratio, and the throughput attaiDed by aD TCP
receivers, and the congestion window of' each TCP connec--
tioo. , .,
Performance under the case ot equal :Rrt'.;. In the
first experiment, we assume all the connections are subject
totheaame RI'T = 50 mB. Fig. 9 gives th;e perfonnan~ c#.
TCf-new Reno and TCP-TP.TCP-TP outperfOl'ID8 TCP-
new Reno both in tenns of ~ 1osSratio and th~t
~tWDed by all receivers. In ~cuJar, the PerformaD~ im-
p~eIlt:' in p8(-.bt - ratio can be 88 high as 75%. The
perfotman~ improvement in the tOtal attained throughput
is riOt as significant. This is due to the £act that the at-
.~ throtlgbput is aHl8trained bY the bandwidth of the
bottleneckliDk (evidenced ~ the decreasi~ performan~
gap bet~ TCP-TP and TCP 88 N increaa8). To fur-
ther charaCterize the caUle of the ~~ gain, we
give in Fig. 10 (a) the instantan«>us window size of one
of'the connections. It is obvious to ~ that TCP-TP in-
curs much I~ window reductions 88 compared toTCP-new
Reno. Thjs shows that with the prediction results, TCP-
TP can greatly reduce the likelihood that the operational
point goes beyond the capacity line. We also calculate the
fairness, F, under both TCP- TP and TCP-new Reno. The
results are both in the range of' 0.98-0.99, and are very
cloee to each other.
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PIc. 12. PerfmmaD£e m TCP -.. R8DO ..s TCP - TP ID the ~ m
djft'8reD& RTl'I.

~~

~ 8 = .~-. = 5--
(C) ~'or SN

~- ~-
Fic. 13. The multiple bottJeDeck slmala&JoD ~.Fic.11. PerfonDaDce ofTCP-- ReDO aDd TCP-TP iD \be ~ of'

dynamic CODnection _abll8l!--' and \ermJDa&ion.

Performance under dynamic changes or TCP con-
nections:. In the second experiment, we use the same
topology as in Experiment I, but dynamically estab-
lish/terminate connections. Initially 30 connections rom-
merce at time Os. At'time 1O<M, additional 30 connections
are Eritablished. At time 1608, 40 connections are termi-
nated, while the others cOntinue until the end Of the simu-
lation (240 s). We measure the instantaneous window size
and the ~uen~ number increment Of a connection that
commences at time Os and runs until 240s.

Fig. 11 gi~ the iDStantane«:)us window si7.e, the incre-
ment in sequen~ number, and the derivative Of the ~
quen~ number increment under both TCP-TP and TCP-
new Reno. As shown in Fig. 11 (a), TCP-TP ~onda
more qui~y to the cliaDge Of N at time 1008 aDd 1~,
~Aning that it reames'tM new optimal o~tioDa1 point
faster. Thjs iscorrobOtated by the oblenoationin ~. 11
(c): around tbne 1008, TCP-TP has a smaner value Of

derivative' C4 ~uen~ num~, iIriplying that the 8eqUel1~
number incl'ea&alower in ~ to the Mt&b1ishilimit Of
new connec:Dons. A siJIiilar conclUsion can be made at time
1608 at which TCP-TP has a ~ value of derivative Of
sequen~ number, implying that the sequen~ number in-
a'ea.- faster. Ala(), as shown in Fig. 11 (b), the 8equen~
numbm' under TCP- TP is always higher than that under
TCP, suggesting. a better goodput under TCP-TP.

Performance in the cue of different RTT8:. In the
third experiment, we ~ the same n~ topology as
in Experiment I, but vary the RI'T ~en~ by dift'er-
ent connections. The RTf of a TCP connection is drawn

4:2

from an unifonn distribution [20, 100] m8. Fig. 12 gi~ the
performance of TCP-new Reno and TCP-TP. The perfor-
mance shows the similar trend to that of the equal RTT
ca8e (Experimmt 1).

A.2 Results in the Multiple-Bottleneck Topology

The multiple-bottleneck toPOkv u8ed is shown in
Fig. 13, in which there exist five.queues in the topology,
and ~ traffic is generated bet~the ~d and third
routers (queue 2), and between the fortband the fifth
routers (queue 4). We ~tablish N TCP connections with
the on-ofl' traffic model, where N varies rn.n 10 to 100.
The CI"O88 traffic is 00Dlpc:8eci of TCP oonnectiona 88 well,
and the number of TCP connections in each a'(8 traffic
bundle is set to 0.5N. The performance is very similar
to that of the. single bottleneck~. Hence we depict in
Fig. 10 (b) cmly the curve of the instantanoous windOW' size
under'TCP-New Reno and TCP-TP.

B. Empiriall ~
We have implemented TCP-TP in the F'reeBSD 4.1. ker-

nel. The interested reader is referred to {6] .for a detailed
account of the new data stro~/functions created and
the changeI made in the existing kernel functiooa. The
major cb~ we made are that we include a LMMSE
predictor in the TOP-Input module. In particular, we
added sevs-al data structUr5 into the TCP protoool con-
trol block to keep track of the recent history of the amount
of 8U~Y transmitted (acknowledged) data. This data
is updated by the TOP-input function whenever an non-
duplicate acknowledgment is received. Finally, the window
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(a) A~ thIOIIIbPU'

reqmn. modification (tens of' lin~ of' code change) only
at the TCP sender side, and achieves performance ~
(in some simulation ~, up to 75%) in terms of' packet
kI88 ratio, attainable throughput, and responsivenM8 to dy-
namic network traffic changes.

. Exploitation of' LRD characteristia f(B' better ~- -.. . . control is certainly not restricted to TCP congestion con-
-. ;. :."'.. trol. We are currently exploring alternative forma of' ex-

~ - ~ J ploiting conelation structures in different network compo-

(b) .R8traDlml8lon tIm~t8 nents ~ the protocol stack.
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increase/d~ operat.iooa in the AI phaBe of the con-
gestion avoidance phase is modified. The implementation
requires an addit.ion/change of approximately 100 lin~ of
C code into the kernel. We also include an implementation
of Pathcar [9] for measuring the bandwidth of the bottle-
na link. Although this version of implementation is on
the ~eeBSD kernel, it is straightforward to port it to other
UNIX-baaed operating systems.

We carried out experiments over the Internet, with Ie-
ceivers located at UCSB (aIpha.ece.ucsb.edu) , UCI (ro-
dan.ia.uci.edu), UMD (dap7.eng.umd.edu), and UW-
Madison (hertz.ece.wiac.edu) and the sender located at
OSU (eepcI18.eng.ohio-state.edu). The experiments were
carried out in 3 dift'erent time intervals (morning, afteI'-
noon, and night) on a daily basis fcs: a period of 2 weeks.
In eacl1 set of experiments, we establish a HTTP connection
b t;-~ the sender and a receiver, and either TCP or TCP-
TP is used as the underlying transport protocol. The size
d the file to be traDafen'ed varies from 30 Kbyts (which
is the average size of a webpage) to 8Mbyte8 (which repre-
sents extremely large file transfer). We measure the aver-
age throughput for each cxmnection and the total number
of retrAnATnission timeouts occurred (the later is an indica-
t.ion of multiple, consecutive packet l~). Fig. 14 givs
the empirical results for experiments perf<Xmed bet~
OSU and WJ8COD8iD in the afternoon intervals. (The other
results exhibit similar trends and hence are not shown.)
Again TCP- TP outperfUi1D8 TCP with rspect to the av-
erage throughput and the number of retransmission time-
outs.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have demonstrated in this paper that the seIf-ailDi1ar
char~oIDetwU"kt.raf6ccanbeexploitedtoaft'ect.
throughput gains and redu~ packet l~ in TCP conge&-
t.ioo~. In particular, we show that. with the use 01
a simple LMMSE predictor, one can accurately (with esti-
mation error ~ 15%) Mtimate the future traffic at least. one
RI'T ahead. A TCP COOD«:t.ioD can then uae the predic-
t.ioo result to infer the optimal operat.iODal point at which
a TCP connection should operate. Although the analysis
,is pinpointed in the oootext 01 AIMD ~y-state dynam-
ics,'the resulting scheme (called TCP-Tp) is light weight,
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